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a b s t r a c t
In this work, we consider the numerical solution of a large eigenvalue problem resulting
from a finite rank discretization of an integral operator. We are interested in computing
a few eigenpairs, with an iterative method, so a matrix representation that allows for
fast matrix-vector products is required. Hierarchical matrices are appropriate for this
setting, and also provide cheap LU decompositions required in the spectral transformation
technique. We illustrate the use of freely available software tools to address the problem,
in particular SLEPc for the eigensolvers and HLib for the construction of H-matrices. The
numerical tests are performed using an astrophysics application. Results show the benefits
of the data-sparse representation compared to standard storage schemes, in terms of
computational cost as well as memory requirements.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Computing a few eigenvalues (and corresponding eigenvectors) of matrices arising in large-scale scientific computing
applications can be challenging. In the last decades, very effective iterative methods have been devised to approximate
the eigenspace associated to any part of the spectrum. Examples of such techniques are restarted Krylov methods and
preconditioned eigensolvers such as Jacobi–Davidson [1]. Also, thesemethods are progressively taking shape as high-quality
implementations in software libraries such as SLEPc, the Scalable Library for Eigenvalue Problem Computations [2], thus
enabling application programmers to cope with challenging problems coming from a wide range of applications.
Libraries such as SLEPc try tomake problems computationally tractable by combining twomain ingredients: (i) exploiting
sparsity of the matrices, and (ii) exploiting parallelism.
Sparsity of matrices is a desirable property that appears in the context of partial differential equations with standard
discretization techniques such as the finite element method. This situation is very common in practice, and allows iterative
methods to be competitive by benefiting from the cheap, linear-costmatrix-vector products. However, there are caseswhere
the problem is formulated as an integral equation, either from the very nature of the problem or from a partial differential
equation being formulated in boundary integral form. In these cases, sparsity of matrices is not guaranteed, so in principle
full (dense) storage must be used, with the consequent blow-up in computational cost. The concept of hierarchical matrix
(or H-matrix) was introduced by Hackbusch and co-workers [3,4] with the aim of providing a cheap representation for
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such class of matrices. The main idea is to build a hierarchical decomposition of the matrix in blocks, where most of the off-
diagonal blocks are represented as the product of two low rank matrices. The result is a data-sparse storage scheme, where
thememory requirement for a squarematrix of dimension n is onlyO(n log n). By reducing the computational cost to linear-
logarithmic complexity, iterative schemes are attractive again. Furthermore, the H-matrix representation also allows for
inexpensive computation of some operations that would otherwise be prohibitive, such as matrix inversion.
In this contribution,we concentrate on the use of theH-matrix representation in the context of eigenvalue computations,
similarly to [5]. Our main focus here is on using freely available software tools, in particular SLEPc for the eigensolvers and
HLib [6,7] for theH-matrix representation. Numerical experiments are performed on a weakly singular integral operator,
whose discretization leads to a matrix that can be large.
Regarding parallelization, the other important ingredient mentioned before, it becomes less critical for the case of
H-matrix computations, due to the reduced computational cost (compared to dense storage). However, it is still desirable
whenever the problem size grows considerably. In this work, we will make use of parallelization only naively.
We consider an eigenvalue problem, issued from an integral formulation of a transfer problem in stellar atmospheres
[8,9], with operator T : X → X , X = L1([0, τ ⋆]), defined by
(Tx)(τ ) :=
 τ⋆
0
g(τ , σ )x(σ )dσ , τ ∈ [0, τ ⋆], (1)
where τ ⋆ is finite, and with kernel
g(τ , σ ) := ϖ
2
E1(|τ − σ |). (2)
The kernel, which is weakly singular, is defined through the first exponential-integral function, the first of the sequence of
functions [10]
Eν(τ ) :=
 ∞
1
exp(−τµ)
µν
dµ, τ > 0, ν ≥ 0, (3)
and depends on the albedo,ϖ ∈ [0, 1], considered in this work as a constant.
To solve the eigenproblem
Tϕ = λϕ (4)
with λ ≠ 0 and ϕ ≠ 0, ϕ ∈ X , we consider a class of operator approximations for which the range is a finite dimensional
subspace of X . A finite rank approximation Tn of T is constructed by considering a family of grids (τn,j)nj=0 on [0, τ ⋆]. For
x ∈ X we set
⟨x, e∗n,j⟩ :=
1
τn,j − τn,j−1
 τn,j
τn,j−1
x(σ )dσ ,
where en,j = 1 if τ ∈]τn,j−1, τn,j[ and 0 otherwise. A bounded n-rank projection onto the subspace Xn = span{en,j : j =
1, . . . , n} is defined by
πnx :=
n
j=1
⟨x, e∗n,j⟩en,j,
and
Tnx = πnTx.
To obtain a matrix representation of
Tnϕn = θnϕn (5)
the spectral problem for Tn is then reduced to an n× nmatrix eigenproblem
Anxn = θnxn, (6)
where An(i, j) := ⟨Ten,j, e∗n,i⟩. See [11] for additional details.
In Section 2 we discuss several strategies for storing the discretized operator An, including theH-matrix representation.
Section 3 provides a brief overview of iterative solutionmethods for the partial eigenvalue problem. In Section 4 we provide
details specific to our implementation, and in Section 5 we show the results of some numerical experiments.
2. Matrix representations of the discretized operator
In this section, we discuss several strategies for representing matrix An. We start by showing the formula used in the
standard dense storage, and then wemove to the data-sparse representation, which can be implemented in various flavors.
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2.1. Explicit computation and storage of matrix elements
The generation of An for large n is very time consuming, being oftenmore expensive than the computation of the solution
of the eigenvalue problem itself. For the present kernel,
An(i, j) = ϖ2(τn,i − τn,i−1)
 τn,i
τn,i−1
 τn,j
τn,j−1
E1(|τ − σ |)dσdτ (7)
=

ϖ
2(τn,i − τn,i−1) (−E3(|τn,i − τn,j|)+ E3(|τn,i−1 − τn,j|)+ E3(|τn,i − τn,j−1|)− E3(|τn,i−1 − τn,j−1|)),
i ≠ j
ϖ

1+ 1
τn,i − τn,i−1

E3(τn,i − τn,i−1)− 12

,
i = j.
(8)
For each (i, j), four evaluations of the function E3 are required. There is a clear decay inmagnitude away from the diagonal,
depending on τ ⋆ and on n: for constant values of the former, smaller values of the latter imply faster decay from the diagonal.
The idea of zeroing out all entries with magnitude less than a certain tolerance to avoid working with dense matrix storage
was investigated in [12], and a theoretical treatment validated this approach for a required precision [13]. Nevertheless, this
strategy requires the computation of every matrix entry in order to evaluate its magnitude, since an a priori determination
of the maximum bandwidth is not possible.
Apart from the high generation cost, the main drawback of dense (or banded) storage is that operations such as matrix-
vector products are expensive. As discussed previously, data-sparse representation such as the H-matrix scheme may be
useful to tackle this kind of problem.
2.2. Data-sparse representation
Grounded on the notion of distance between two subsets of an index set, an admissibility condition is defined. From this
condition test, it is decided whether certain blocks of the matrix can be computed approximately and stored in a special
format, leading to less memory and computational costs.
Let I = {1, . . . , n} be the set of indices of the basis functions en,i, and let t and s be two subsets of I where α =
i∈t supp en,i and β =

j∈s supp en,j are the corresponding domains.
Beginning with the root of the tree TI×I, that is I × I, it is split up into four and an admissibility condition (ensuring
exponential convergence) is tested (see [14]):
diam(α) ≤ η dist(α, β), (9)
for η > 0 fixed. When a block is admissible, that is, the corresponding domain α × β is admissible, the division is stopped
and a low rank approximation is used to represent the block; otherwise, the division process continues recursively up to a
given minimum size.
A matrix is stored in H-matrix representation if, given a block cluster tree for an index set I of cardinality k, the sub-
matrices corresponding to admissible leaves are stored in the factorized form ABT ∈ Rt×s with rank at most k, A ∈ Rt×k
and B ∈ Rs×k. The sub-blocks of inadmissible leaves are stored as dense matrices. This is accomplished by replacing the
kernel g(τ , σ ) by a degenerate approximation g˜(τ , σ ), such that the integration with respect to the different variables is
segregated
g˜(τ , σ ) :=
k−1
ρ=0
fρ(τ )hρ(σ ). (10)
In thiswork, the process of building the cluster tree is undertaken byHLib [6,7], which, as alreadymentioned, enablesmatrix
operations of almost linear complexity, being therefore particularly adequate for large dimensional problems. Alternatively,
AHMED (Another software library on Hierarchical Matrices for Elliptic Differential equations) could be used. A complete
reference forH-matrices as well as for this library is [15].
With the H-matrix representation, it is possible to realize common computations with linear-polylogarithmic
complexity rather than quadratic or cubic cost. For instance, the multiplication of an n × nH-matrix by a vector requires
about 4n log2 n floating-point operations, the (approximate) LU decomposition about 6n log
2
2 n operations, and 2n log2 n
operations for the backsolves. See [3,4] for additional details onH-matrix arithmetic.
Degenerate approximations can be built in different ways, for instance, based on polynomial interpolation or Taylor
series expansion. Another approach consists in computing a low rank approximation from an explicitly built matrix block
by means of a singular value decomposition. We next describe these three approaches in turn.
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2.2.1. SVD
A singular value decomposition (SVD) on each admissible block, with already generated entries, can be used to preserve
the most valuable information and discard the rest. The resulting rank-k approximation can be expressed as
ABT =
k
ρ=1
uρσρvTρ , (11)
where σρ are the singular values (in descending order of magnitude), and uρ and vρ are the corresponding left and right
singular vectors, respectively. The rank, k, can be chosen to be a fixed value, or alternatively to be set dynamically on each
block, based on a prescribed tolerance ϵ. In the latter case, the condition σk > ϵ ≥ σk+1 holds. In computational terms,
the cost to obtain theH-matrix is high since the entries of every admissible block must be explicitly generated first, in the
present case through (8), prior to the singular value decomposition. Nevertheless, all the computations done afterwards can
be performed cheaply.
2.2.2. Series expansion
For the considered problem, the derivatives of the kernel function can be derived analytically (elegantly, by means of a
recursive definition [10]). This allows for the use of truncated Taylor series as a degenerate approximation for the kernel of
the integral operator.
For the inadmissible blocks, the entries of the matrix are computed according to (8).
If the admissibility condition holds, the kernel g(τ , σ ) is replaced by its truncated Taylor series, according to (10) with
fρ(τ ) = (τ − τ0)ρ and hρ(σ ) = 1ρ!∂ρτ g(τ0, σ ). Here, we take τ0 as the midpoint of the α interval.
The matrix entries Gij =
 τ∗
0
 τ∗
0 en,ig(τ , σ )en,jdσdτ for (i, j) ∈ t × swill be approximately computed by:
G˜ij =
 τ∗
0
 τ∗
0
en,ig˜(τ , σ )en,jdσdτ
=
 τ∗
0
 τ∗
0
en,i
k−1
ρ=0
fρ(τ )hρ(σ )en,jdσdτ
=
k−1
ρ=0
 τ∗
0
en,ifρ(τ )dτ  
Aiρ
 τ∗
0
en,jhρ(σ )dσ  
Bjρ
.
The sub-matrix G˜|t×s := ABT , whereA ∈ Rt×{0,...,k−1},B ∈ Rs×{0,...,k−1} andAiρ =
 τn,i
τn,i−1 fρ(τ )dτ andBjρ =
 τn,j
τn,j−1 hρ(σ )dσ ,
has rank at most k.
Now, we will derive analytical expressions for Aiρ and Bjρ .
Proposition 1. The entries of matrix A can be computed as
Aiρ = 1hn,i
 τn,i
τn,i−1
(τ − τ0)ρdτ = 1hn,i

(τn,i − τ0)ρ+1
ρ + 1 −
(τn,i−1 − τ0)ρ+1
ρ + 1

, (12)
where hn,i = τn,i − τn,i−1.
Proof. Immediate. 
Before deducing the formula for the entries Bjρ of the matrix B, one needs to obtain the expression for ∂ρτ g(τ0, σ ).
Proposition 2. The partial derivatives of the kernel g(τ , σ ) of (2) with respect to the first argument are
∂ρτ g(τ , σ ) =

−ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)k−1 (ρ − 1)!
(ρ − k)!
eτ−σ
(τ − σ)k , σ > τ
−ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)ρ−1 (ρ − 1)!
(ρ − k)!
e−τ+σ
(τ − σ)k , σ < τ .
(13)
Proof. We know from [10, Section 5] that
E1(z) =
 ∞
1
e−zt
t
dt and
d
dz
E1(z) = −E0(z) = −e
−z
z
.
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Starting with the first derivative ∂1τ g(τ , σ ),
∂τ g(τ , σ ) = ϖ2 ∂τE1(|τ − σ |) =

−ϖ
2
e−(τ−σ)
τ − σ , σ < τ
−ϖ
2
e−(−τ+σ)
τ − σ , σ > τ
= −ϖ
2
e−|τ−σ |
τ − σ (for τ ≠ σ).
1. For σ > τ , after some initial calculations, we obtain
∂2τ g(τ , σ ) = −
ϖ
2

eτ−σ
τ − σ −
eτ−σ
(τ − σ)2

,
∂3τ g(τ , σ ) = −
ϖ
2

eτ−σ
τ − σ −
2eτ−σ
(τ − σ)2 +
2eτ−σ
(τ − σ)3

,
and, generalizing, we reach the expression for any value of ρ
∂ρτ g(τ , σ ) = −
ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)k−1 (ρ − 1)!
(ρ − k)!
eτ−σ
(τ − σ)k .
2. For σ < τ , analogously to the previous case, the following expression is obtained
∂ρτ g(τ , σ ) = −
ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)ρ−1 (ρ − 1)!
(ρ − k)!
e−τ+σ
(τ − σ)k . 
With the above result we can readily obtain the expression for the entries of matrix B, by evaluating the derivatives in
τ = τ0.
Proposition 3. The entries of matrix B can be computed as
Bjρ =

ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
1
ρ(ρ − k)! [Γ (1− k,−τ0 + τn,j−1)− Γ (1− k,−τ0 + τn,j)], τn,j−1 > τ0, τn,j > τ0
−ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)ρ−1
ρ(ρ − k)! [Γ (1− k, τ0 − τn,j)− Γ (1− k, τ0 − τn,j−1)], τn,j−1 < τ0, τn,j < τ0.
Proof. First recall the incomplete Gamma function
Γ (a, x) =
 ∞
x
e−t
t1−a
dt.
1. For τn,j−1 > τ0, τn,j > τ0:
Bjρ =
 τn,j
τn,j−1
1
ρ!∂
ρ
τ g(τ0, σ )dσ
= −ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)k−1
ρ(ρ − k)!
 τn,j
τn,j−1
eτ0−σ
(−1)k(−τ0 + σ)k dσ
= ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
1
ρ(ρ − k)! [Γ (1− k,−τ0 + τn,j−1)− Γ (1− k,−τ0 + τn,j)].
2. For τn,j−1 < τ0, τn,j < τ0:
Bjρ =
 τn,j
τn,j−1
1
ρ!∂
ρ
τ g(τ0, σ )dσ
= −ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)ρ−1
ρ(ρ − k)!
 τn,j
τn,j−1
e−(τ0−σ)
(τ0 − σ)k dσ
= −ϖ
2
ρ
k=1
(−1)ρ−1
ρ(ρ − k)! [Γ (1− k, τ0 − τn,j)− Γ (1− k, τ0 − τn,j−1)].
It is important to remark that the entries satisfying τn,j−1 < τ0 and τn,j > τ0 do not comply with the admissibility
condition and are computed via (8). For these cases, the previous integral is divergent. 
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2.2.3. Polynomial interpolation
As mentioned previously, an alternative to the Taylor series approach for obtaining a degenerate kernel is to use
polynomial interpolation.
Let (xρ)ρ=0,...,k be a family of interpolation points in α (when dealing with β the procedure is analogous) and consider
(Lρ)ρ=0,...,k to be the corresponding Lagrange polynomials that satisfy
Lρ(xθ ) = δρ,θ , ∀θ ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
We interpolate the kernel and get its approximation in the form (10), for fρ(τ ) = Lρ(τ ) and hρ(σ ) = g(xρ, σ ).
It is necessary to find a set of interpolation points and corresponding Lagrange polynomials for each cluster. The former
can be chosen to be the k-th order Chebyshev points, which, for an interval [y1, y2], are given by
xρ := y2 + y12 +
y2 − y1
2
cos

2ρ + 1
2(k+ 1)π

.
The corresponding Lagrange polynomials can now be written as
Lρ(x) =
k
θ=0, θ≠ρ
x− xθ
xρ − xθ ∀x ∈ [y1, y2].
To minimize the error when approximating the kernel g by its interpolant g˜ , it turns out that the interpolation should be
applied differently to the two arguments of the kernel [14], considering the diameter of the two subdomains:
g˜(τ , σ ) =

k
ρ=0
g(xρ, σ )Lρ(τ ), if diam(α) ≤ diam(β)
k
ρ=0
g(τ , xρ)Lρ(σ ), otherwise.
The admissibility condition (9) is implemented such that we take for the left hand side the min{diam(α), diam(β)}. As a
consequence, the entries of matrices A and B from the factorization ABT are computed using
Aiρ = 1hn,i
 τn,i
τn,i−1
Lρ(τ )dτ and Bjρ =
 τn,j
τn,j−1
g(xρ, σ )dσ
if diam(α) ≤ diam(β), and using
Aiρ = 1hn,j
 τn,i
τn,i−1
g(τ , xρ)dτ and Bjρ =
 τn,j
τn,j−1
Lρ(σ )dσ
when diam(β) < diam(α).
Similarly to the previous subsection, these entries can be computed analytically. However, and to illustrate the flexibility
of this approach, these integrals will be computed using numerical quadrature formulae for the results to be presented in
Section 5.
3. Eigenvalue computations
This paper is concerned with the computation of a few eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix An, that is, to obtain a
partial solution of (6), by means of iterative eigensolvers. In this section, we describe the methods very briefly, focusing on
the required matrix operations that must be available in the implementation ofH-matrices.
3.1. Iterative eigensolvers
There exist a large variety of iterative methods for the partial solution of eigenvalue problems. A detailed description can
be found in [1]. Here we restrict our discussion to two families of methods, namely Krylov methods and Davidson methods.
Given the problem formulation
Ax = λx, (14)
where there aren eigenvaluesλ and eigenvectors x ≠ 0 that satisfy the equation, the goal is to find a subset of the eigenvalues
in a given region of the spectrum (for the moment, we consider the simplest case where we seek the largest magnitude
eigenvalues). Iterative eigensolvers are based on iteratively improving a subspaceV in such away that it eventually contains
a good approximation of the eigenspace associated to the wanted eigenvalues.
Let V ∈ Rn×m, m ≪ n, be a basis of V with V TV = I , then the Rayleigh–Ritz projection method computes H = V TAV
and uses its eigendecomposition HY = YΘ to obtain approximate eigenpairs (θi, xi = Vyi) of A.
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Krylov methods use the so-called Krylov subspaces associated with matrix A and a given initial vector v1,
Km(A, v1) = span{v1, Av1, A2v1, . . . , Am−1v1}, (15)
where without loss of generality we assume that v1 has unit length and is the first column of V .
The method of Arnoldi is an elegant algorithm that computes an orthonormal basis of the Krylov subspace and at the
same time computes the projectedmatrixH , all this in an efficient and numerically stableway. In brief, the Arnoldi algorithm
computes them columns of V sequentially, where column vj+1 is the result of orthogonalizing Avj with respect to previous
columns, and normalizing. The orthogonalization is carried out by means of a Gram–Schmidt procedure, that removes all
the components in the directions of v1, . . . , vj. The computed quantities satisfy a relation of the form
AVm = VmHm + βvm+1eTm, (16)
where Hm is an upper Hessenberg matrix, i.e., hij = 0 for i > j+ 1. The last term of the Arnoldi relation is the residual and
gives an indication of how closeKm(A, x1) is to an invariant subspace. In particular, β is used to assess the accuracy of the
computed Ritz pairs. See [1] for additional details.
With Arnoldi, Ritz pairs will converge very fast provided that the initial vector v1 is rich in the direction of the wanted
eigenvectors. However, this is usually not the case and consequently many iterations would be required, but this cannot be
allowed in a practical implementation in order to keep the storage requirements and the computational cost per iteration
bounded. Aworkaround is to do a restart of the algorithm, that is, stop afterm iterations and rerun the algorithmwith a new
v1 computed from the recently obtained spectral approximations. An added benefit of this strategy is that it can be useful
for driving convergence of the eigensolver towards a part of the spectrum different from the one targeted naturally by the
method.
A very effective and elegant restart mechanism is the Krylov–Schur method [16]. It is defined by generalizing the Arnoldi
decomposition (16) of orderm to a Krylov decomposition of orderm,
AVm = VmBm + vm+1bTm+1, (17)
in which matrix Bm is not restricted to be upper Hessenberg and bm+1 is an arbitrary vector. Krylov decompositions
are invariant under (orthogonal) similarity transformations, and this fact enables the truncation of the decomposition,
compressing the subspace to a smaller dimension while keeping the relevant eigeninformation.
So far, the only operation required for matrix A is the matrix-vector product, which can be carried out very efficiently in
theH-matrix representation.
3.2. Computation of eigenvalues around a given target
The Krylov–Schur method could in principle be used to compute any part of the spectrum, by keeping the wanted
eigenvalues in the truncated factorization. Discarding the rest of the factorization has the effect of filtering out the
information associated to the unwanted eigenvectors. However, when computing eigenvalues in the interior of the
spectrum, this filter is not powerful enough, and components associated to extreme eigenvalues keep on appearing, thus
hindering convergence to the wanted ones.
The simplest solution to compute eigenvalues closest to a given target, σ , is to use a spectral transformation, in such a
way that eigenvalues are mapped to a different position while eigenvectors remain unchanged. One such transformation is
the shift-and-invert technique, that solves the problem
(A− σ I)−1x = µx, (18)
where the transformed eigenvalues satisfy the simple relation µ = (λ − σ)−1. Eigenvalues λ closest to the target become
dominant in the transformed spectrum, so Krylovmethods will have a fast convergence. This can be implemented by simply
replacing the action ofAby that of (A−σ I)−1 in theKrylov subspace expansion, that is, by solving linear systemswith (A−σ I)
whenever a matrix-vector product is required. These linear systems must be solved very accurately, since Krylov methods
can be very sensitive to numerical error introduced in the computation of the Krylov subspace, so in most applications
a direct linear solver will be required, rather than an iterative method. It is generally claimed that the main drawback
of the shift-and-invert technique is the high cost associated to direct linear solvers, since the memory requirements and
computational effort can be very high for large, sparse matrices. In the case of theH-matrix representation, this downside
disappears because computing the factorization has much smaller cost, both in terms of storage and operations, as well as
the corresponding triangular solves.
An alternative to the spectral transformation is the use of a preconditioned eigensolver such as Jacobi–Davidson. These
methods expand the subspace in a different way, attempting to make the whole computation more robust with respect
to numerical error in the application of the operator. This allows the use of iterative linear solvers such as GMRES in the
so-called correction equation. Nevertheless, this does not seem to be the best approach in the context of the H-matrix
representation, in view of the efficiency of matrix factorization. From a practical perspective, to implement this kind of
method it is required to be able to build a preconditioner for matrix A, which can be as simple as its diagonal.
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4. Implementation details
In this paper, we illustrate the use of standard, freely available software tools for the assembly of numerical applications.
In particular, we demonstrate a SLEPc-based code where the H-matrix representation is implemented by plugging
functionality from HLib. We describe these tools below. In a previous work [17], SLEPc was already used for solving the
eigenproblem described in Section 1, with the approach of explicitly storing the matrix elements.
SLEPc, the Scalable Library for Eigenvalue Problem Computations [2,18], is a software package for the solution of large-
scale eigenvalue problems on parallel computers. It can be used to solve standard and generalized eigenvalue problems,
as well as other types of related problems such as the quadratic eigenvalue problem or the singular value decomposition.
SLEPc can work with either real or complex arithmetic, in single or double precision, and it is not restricted to symmetric
(Hermitian) problems. It can be used from code written in C, C++, and Fortran. In this work, we do not use the parallel
capabilities of SLEPc.
SLEPc is built on top of PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation, [19]), a parallel framework for
the numerical solution of partial differential equations, and it uses primarily the basic data structures such as those for
representing vectors and matrices.
SLEPc provides a collection of eigensolvers, most of which are based on the subspace projection paradigm. In particular,
it includes a robust and efficient parallel implementation of the Krylov–Schur method described in the previous section.
Several Davidson-type solvers are included as well, in particular Generalized Davidson and Jacobi–Davidson, with various
possibilities for the computation of the correction vector. In these solvers, the user can easily select which preconditioner
to use. Apart from eigensolvers, some spectral transformations such as the shift-and-invert technique of (18) are available,
where the user can compute interior eigenvalues with the aid of linear solvers and preconditioners included in PETSc.
The solvers in PETSc and SLEPc have a data-structure neutral implementation. This means that the computation can be
done with different matrix storage formats, and also even with a matrix that is not stored explicitly. By default, a matrix in
PETSc is stored in a parallel compressed-row sparse format, where each processor stores a subset of rows. For implementing
a matrix-free solver with so-called shell matrices, the application programmer has to create one of such matrices and
define its operations, by binding a user-defined subroutine for each operation. Only the operations required by the actual
computationneed to be set, so in the simplest case it is sufficient to implement thematrix-vector product. Formore advanced
functionality, e.g., preconditioning, other operations are required as well. We use this feature to interface our code to HLib.
HLib [6,7] is a library for hierarchical matrices that was written by Lars Grasedyck and Steffen Börm. It is written in C and
uses BLAS and LAPACK for lower-level algebraic operations. The library contains functions forH-andH2-matrix arithmetics,
the treatment of partial differential equations and a number of integral operators as well as support routines for the creation
of cluster trees, visualization and numerical quadrature.
For building the H-matrix we use HLib’s supermatrix data structure, and recursively compute the cluster tree and
populate it with admissible or inadmissible blocks, as described in Section 2. We have also developed a straightforward
parallel version of the H-matrix generation, based on the OpenMP API for shared-memory parallel programming. In
particular, we follow a tasking approach with the OpenMP task directive [20], where each recursive call constitutes a new
task.
In our code, we have implemented three operations of the shell matrix: matrix-vector multiplication, shift of origin
A := A + σ I , and extraction of the diagonal. These are simply calls to the corresponding HLib functions, appropriately
wrapped according to PETSc convention. In addition, we have also implemented a shell spectral transformation in SLEPc that
similarly implements a specialized version of the shift-and-invert technique of (18) by means of HLib’s LU decomposition.
A final note about the implementation is that both the exponential-integral and incomplete Gamma functions are
available via GSL, the GNU Scientific Library.
5. Numerical experiments
In this section we show results for some numerical experiments that aim at illustrating the benefits of the H-matrix
representation with respect to conventional storage, both in terms of performance and memory requirements.
The tests have been executed on a Linux workstation with an Intel Core i7 950 processor at 306 GHz with 8 MB of L3
cache memory and 8 GB of main memory. This processor has 4 cores with hyper-threading technology (a total of 8 virtual
processors). The software configuration is based on Ubuntu Linux 10.04, with GCC 4.4.3 (the GNU C compiler, including
support for OpenMP 3.0), PETSc 3.1, SLEPc 3.1, HLib 1.3, LAPACK 3.2.1, and GSL 1.13.
We present results when solving the transfer problem in stellar atmospheres described in Section 1, Eqs. (1)–(3). For all
the tests, we chose to use a fixed value of the τ ⋆ parameter, in particular τ ⋆ = 4000. We also set a constant value for the
rank and minimum size of admissible blocks (degree= 6 and bound= 80, respectively), as well as η = 1 in (9).
In Table 1 we show the CPU time required for the matrix generation phase with dimension n varying from 4000
to 256,000. With a uniform grid the resulting matrix is symmetric and the code takes this fact into consideration: the
generation time for the symmetric case is almost half of the time required for the non-symmetric counterpart. TheH-matrix
approach, either with Taylor or Lagrange approximations for computing the admissible blocks, represents a significant gain
in generation time comparedwith the versionwith conventional sparse storage (note that in the sparse versionwe compute
all matrix elements and then decidewhether they are too small to be stored). The time reported for the SVD version includes
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Table 1
CPU time (in seconds) for the generation phase for τ ⋆ = 4000 and varying n, with a uniform (left) and non-uniform (right)
grid. The results correspond to bound = 80 and degree= 6.
n Uniform Non-uniform
Taylor Lagrange SVD Sparse Taylor Lagrange SVD Sparse
4,000 2.1 2.0 20.1 15.3 3.9 3.5 38.6 30.9
8,000 6.1 5.7 99.6 61.8 10.4 9.4 182.7 123.3
16,000 16.7 15.6 536.0 245.4 29.5 26.9 927.2 496.4
32,000 49.6 47.0 3505.0 982.1 85.4 78.9 5630.7 1972.0
64,000 140.6 133.5 – – 245.4 227.2 – –
128,000 394.4 374.4 – – 690.3 637.9 – –
256,000 1019.8 958.3 – – 1783.4 1616.1 – –
Table 2
Number of stored elements in the case of dense, sparse and H-matrix representation, for the non-uniform grid case in
Table 1.
n Dense Sparse H-matrix Compression (%)
4,000 1.6 · 107 2.9 · 105 1.9 · 106 12.0
8,000 6.4 · 107 1.2 · 106 4.2 · 106 6.5
16,000 2.6 · 108 4.5 · 106 9.1 · 106 3.5
32,000 1.0 · 109 1.8 · 107 1.9 · 107 1.9
64,000 4.1 · 109 – 4.1 · 107 1.0
128,000 1.6 · 1010 – 8.6 · 107 0.5
256,000 6.6 · 1010 – 1.9 · 108 0.28
the computation ofmatrix elements as in the sparse version aswell as the time required for low rank approximation through
SVD decomposition (with LAPACK). Although this variant is the most expensive one, if the problem is to be solved several
times one may consider this approach since it allows both for a fixed rank-k and for a rank satisfying a prescribed tolerance,
as mentioned in Section 2. For large values of n the CPU time required to compute the entries is prohibitive for the sparse
implementation. The slight differences reported for Taylor and Lagrange result from the fact that in the latter case we
implemented numerical quadrature while for Taylor we used the formulae presented in Section 2; the computation of the
incomplete Gamma function at the required points is skewing the results a bit. For increasing problem size there is a constant
growth factor less than three for these two approaches while the problem size is quadrupling. The growth factor respects
the estimated n log(n) asymptotic cost, in contrast with the sparse version that follows n2. Some values were not reported
due to their high value.
Table 2 complements the previous comments, showing the number of stored elements for all approaches. Note that the
actual memory requirements for sparse storage are quite large, since the space needed for indices is considerable, while for
the H-matrix representation the overhead is negligible. The last column shows the compression factor for the H-matrix
format as a percentage of the full (dense) storage, revealing noteworthy gains for increasing values of n.
Table 3 reports on the CPU time for the solution phase using Taylor, Lagrange and SVD data-sparse representation as
well as the sparse approach. Since the spectrum is tightly clustered (see Table 4 for the five largest eigenvalues with relative
tolerance on the residual of 10−7), the shift-and-invert technique is required to enable convergence of the Krylov–Schur
method. In the following, an LU factorization on the H-matrix representation is used in the linear solver required in the
application of the shift-and-invert operator. The factorization is themost costly operation but is performed only once, while
triangular solves are required at each iteration of the eigensolver. In the table we show the factorization time as well as the
total solution time. For these tests, we used a Krylov basis of dimension 16, and with this size the method does not need to
restart (except for the matrix of n = 256,000 where 2 restarts are required).
As expected, the computation of eigenpairs with the implementations of the data-sparse representation is very fast
compared to the sparse storage, which shows a fast degradation in performance for increasing dimension. The SVD approach
is competitive with Lagrange and Taylor approximations, and results for SVD on large values of n are not reported only due
to the high generation time. As mentioned above, the present problem is hard to solve since for increasing values of n, and
for fixed τ ⋆, the eigenvalues tend to becomemore andmore clustered. For problemswith better separation of the spectrum,
the shift-and-invert step can be avoided and consequently its computational cost.
As mentioned at the end of Section 3, Davidson methods do not seem too appropriate in the context of hierarchical
matrices, since the shift-and-invert technique is very cheap in this case. However, we wanted to do some experiments.
With Jacobi (diagonal) preconditioning, we were able to solve the problem (although after many iterations) by tuning the
parameters of SLEPc’s Davidson solver. For instance, for n = 8000 with uniform grid, the response time is 15.5 s, as opposed
to 0.5 s with shift-and-invert Krylov–Schur. A much powerful preconditioner is to use the LU factorization, but then the
behavior is almost identical to shift-and-invert. Again, we remark that in other applications with a different spectrum,
Davidson solvers could be more useful than in this case.
Regarding parallelization of the generation phase, the multi-threaded version was analyzed up to 8 threads. Table 5
shows the measured execution times along with the achieved speedups, for the two longest times in Table 1 (non-uniform
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Table 3
CPU time (in seconds) for the solution phase for τ ⋆ = 4000 and varying n, with a non-uniform grid (non-
symmetric case). The results correspond tobound=80 anddegree=6. Times reported for the factorization
are included in those for the solution.
n Solution Factorization
Taylor Lagrange SVD Sparse Taylor Lagrange
4,000 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3
8,000 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.4 0.4
16,000 1.0 1.1 1.2 8.2 0.8 0.9
32,000 2.6 2.7 2.9 66.3 2.1 2.3
64,000 6.5 6.8 – – 5.6 5.9
128,000 16.4 17.3 – – 14.5 15.4
256,000 47.5 49.3 – – 39.3 41.3
Table 4
Computed eigenvalues for the case of a uniform grid with n = 16,000 and τ ⋆ = 4000.
Eigenvalue Taylor Lagrange SVD
λ1 0.749999843422 0.749999843459 0.749999843598
λ2 0.749999374216 0.749999374253 0.749999374391
λ3 0.749998592208 0.749998592245 0.749998592383
λ4 0.749997497401 0.749997497438 0.749997497576
λ5 0.749996089801 0.749996089838 0.749996089976
Table 5
Execution time (in seconds) for the matrix generation in parallel (for different numbers of
threads, p) corresponding to the two longest times in Table 1 (non-uniform grid, Taylor with
n = 256,000 and SVD with n = 32,000).
p Taylor 256,000 SVD 32,000
Time Speedup Time Speedup
1 1783.4 – 5630.7 –
2 891.9 1.99 3097.2 1.82
4 446.0 3.99 1983.4 2.83
6 381.0 4.68 1875.1 3.00
8 332.9 5.35 1834.0 3.07
grid, Taylor with n = 256,000 and SVD with n = 32,000). In the case of the Taylor approximation, speedup is virtually
ideal up to 4 threads and decays significantly later. This can be attributed in part to the fact that only 4 physical cores are
available. In the case of SVD generation, speedup is much worse, thus revealing a problem with load imbalance, due to the
fact that the high cost of the decomposition (cubic in the matrix block size) makes parallel tasks differ wildly in duration.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we use iterative eigensolvers to compute a few eigenelements of an integral operator appearing in a
radiative transfer equation in stellar atmospheres. The computation is intensive both in time and memory requirements,
since large dimensional cases are to be treated. The generation of the matrix is expensive since it requires multiple
evaluations of the exponential-integral function, and the solution phase is costly aswell, since the shift-and-invert technique
is necessary due to the clustering of the eigenvalues. The H-matrix representation provided by HLib was integrated in
the SLEPc and PETSc frameworks to tackle these two difficulties. We report on the numerical low-rank approximations
developed, on the details of the integration of the libraries under consideration, and present a brief explanation of the
application problemand itsmost interesting characteristics. The combined use of efficient numericalmethods and the clever
data storage provides a fast answer, thus enabling the solution of large dimensional problems. Numerical tests illustrate the
success of the proposed solutions.
We have addressed the issue of parallelization only partially, with a straightforward approach. The extension of the
parallelization to the solution stage as well remains as a future investigation. Another possible extension is the use of the
more memory-efficientH2-matrix format [21].
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